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Abstract: Progress in computational methods has been stimulated by the widespread availability of
cheap computational power leading to the improved precision and efficiency of simulation software.
Simulation tools become indispensable tools for engineers who are interested in attacking increasingly
larger problems or are interested in searching larger phase space of process and system variables to
find the optimal design. In this paper, we show and introduce a new approach to a computational
method that involves mixed time stepping scheme and allows to decrease computational cost.
Implementation of our algorithm does not require a parallel computing environment. Our strategy
splits domains of a dynamically changing physical phenomena and allows to adjust the numerical
model to various sub-domains. We are the first (to our best knowledge) to show that it is possible to
use a mixed time partitioning method with various combination of schemes during binary alloys
solidification. In particular, we use a fixed time step in one domain, and look for much larger time
steps in other domains, while maintaining high accuracy. Our method is independent of a number of
domains considered, comparing to traditional methods where only two domains were considered.
Mixed time partitioning methods are of high importance here, because of natural separation of domain
types. Typically all important physical phenomena occur in the casting and are of high computational
cost, while in the mold domains less dynamic processes are observed and consequently larger time
step can be chosen. Finally, we performed series of numerical experiments and demonstrate that our
approach allows reducing computational time by more than three times without losing the significant
precision of results and without parallel computing.

Keywords: solidification; numerical calculations; computer simulations; mixed time partitioning
method; binary alloys; time integration scheme; numerical stability

1. Introduction

Modeling and computer simulation become very effective tools in studying difficult problems
in foundry and metallurgical manufacturing. Computational investigations provide insight into
the process that otherwise would be very difficult to obtain. For example, acquiring the complete
temperature field evolution for a given casting is almost an elementary step in computational studies,
but it experimentally requires sophisticated tools to visualize the entire temperature field. Moreover,
computational studies are of high importance when there is a need to optimize casting production.
Typical trial and error approaches are very often insufficient and, more importantly, can be very
laborious and expensive. Especially, when significant changes in the protocol need to be tested
(e.g., several molds, miscellaneous material properties or initial setups). Using modeling tools, even a
large series of studies can be performed without significant changes in the working space. Moreover,
they allow investigating the sensitivity of the given casts to changes in materials parameters or
processing conditions.
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However, in order to effectively perform a large series of computational studies using
reasonable resources, the framework needs to be not only accurate but also computationally efficient.
Combinatorial studies of phase space involve a large number of individual simulations. Moreover,
increasing precision of simulation typically leads to larger individual computational problems that
need to be solved. In both cases, improving computational efficiency, while providing high accuracy,
is of utmost importance, with several remedies already available. For instance, one option is to harness
large computing clusters either based on CPUs or accelerated architectures such as GPUs [1–5].
However, these require at least minimal expertise in high-performance computing, although they are
feasible, they may not be easily available. Another option is to explore more advanced computational
techniques (e.g., hp-adaptation, parallel computing) that minimize computational cost while providing
an accurate solution.

In this work, we discuss a technique called mixed time partitioning, where a considered structure
is divided into sub-domains modeled by various procedures [6].
This approach fits typical characteristics of solidification, where physical processes inside mold are
significantly different from those in a solidifying casting. Processes occurring in casting are more
dynamic, and they require a more accurate solution, i.e., small time step. On the other hand, a heat
transfer within mold sub-domain is less intense, and thus coarse-grained step is sufficient to guarantee
the desired precision of computations. As a result, different time steps can be chosen for individual
sub-domains and significant saving can be achieved. However, the choice of multiplication factor
(a quotient time step in mold and time step in casting) is crucial for the accuracy. We discuss the
detailed algorithm and the results of numerical simulations obtained by its use. We showcase that the
mixed time partitioning method improve computational efficiency and gives promising results for
future work.

Casting is one of the common techniques to fabricate metal machine elements and tools. Properties
of final casting products depend on the interplay between many physical processes involved. Typically
there is a complex interplay between various phenomena, such as liquid-solid phase transformation,
heat transfer including latent heat generation, solute diffusion, fluid dynamics, and mold filling, just to
name few [7–13].

Understanding, the interaction between these, provides a rationale for casts design of desired
properties. Computational techniques afford very odd ways to study these systems.

The problem of adequate modeling of foundry systems depends on the solution of heat transfer
described by a partial differential equation. In simple cases, the equation can be analytically integrated
with respect to space and time to yield accurate solution (see Figure 1).

However, because of a complicated phenomenon, such as solidification, it is impossible to
carry out a corresponding analytical solution directly. In this case, it is necessary to perform
numerical calculations. In particular, we study the temporal and spatial evolution of the temperature
field in the casting. In such case, the precision of computations is affected by two main factors:
domain decomposition—so-called semi-discretization (i.e., size and type of a finite element) and time
discretization (i.e., size of a time step). In this work, we focus on the time discretization—so-called time
decomposition to different sub-domains. We explore improvement in computational efficiency of time
steppers by studying a combination of different time integration schemes used in various sub-domains.
We develop an approach, that is a generalization of two other techniques, namely sub-cycling methods
and partitioning integration methods [8,11,13] (see Figure 2).

Such combination allows to better estimate the size of time step and time integration scheme for
the problem of interest.
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Figure 1. Transition from partial differential equation to approximate solution by using mixed time
partitioning methods.

Figure 2. Origin of mixed time partitionig methods.

2. Numerical Model of Solidification

Solidification is described by a quasi-linear heat conduction equation with additional heat source
term along with the boundary and initial conditions:

∇ · (λ∇T) + ρsL
∂ fs

∂t
= cρ

∂T
∂t

, (1)

Γ1 : q = α(T)(T|Γ1
− Tenv(t)), (2)

Γ2 :


−λ1

∂T(1)

∂n
= −λ2

∂T(2)

∂n
=

β

δ
(T(1) − T(2)),

T(1) 6= T(2),

(3)

where λ is the thermal conductivity coefficient, c is the specific heat, ρ is the density (subscript s
refers to the solid phase), L is the latent heat of solidification, fs is the solid phase fraction, q is the
heat flux, t is the time and T is the temperature. Boundary condition given by Equation (2) is the
Newton boundary condition, where the exchange of heat on Γ1 with the environment takes place
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with heat transfer coefficient α. T|Γ1
is the temperature on the Γ1 boundary of the domain and

Tenv is the environment temperature. Boundary condition given by Equation (3) is the continuity
boundary condition on the Γ2 boundary separating Ω1 and Ω2 domains with temperature T(1) and
T(2), respectively. The thermal conductivity coefficient of the material in the separating layer is given
by β, and δ is the thickness of this layer and n is the normal vector to the boundary.

In this work, we use the apparent heat capacity formulation (c∗) of solidification:

∇ · (λ∇T) = c∗(T)
∂T
∂t

, (4)

c∗ = cρs, for T < Ts,

c∗ = cρ f − ρsL
∂ fs

∂T
, for Ts ≤ T ≤ Tl , (5)

c∗ = cρl , for T > Tl .

where subscript l refers to the liquid phase, Ts is the solidus temperature (the end of solidification) and
Tl is the liquids temperature (the beginning of solidification). We used indirect model of solid phase
growth for two-component alloy:

fs(T) =
1

1− ηkε

1−
(

TM − T
TM − Tl

) 1−ηkε
k−1

 , (6)

where η is the coefficient describing the grain’s shape, k is the solute partition coefficient, TM is
the solidification temperature of the pure basic component of an alloy, and ε is the so-called
Brody–Flemings coefficient. For more details, we refer to [14,15].

All the above equations form the thermal description basis of solidification. Generally speaking,
to solve this initial boundary value problem we first introduce spatial discretization and then time
discretization (see Figure 1). Firstly, we use the finite element method ([16–21] et al.) to obtain the
ordinary differential equation, given as:

M(T)Ṫ + K(T)T = b(T), (7)

where M is the capacity matrix, K is the conductivity matrix, T is the temperature vector and b is the
right-hand side vector, whose values are calculated on the boundary conditions basis. Secondly, we
apply time steppers to solve ordinary differential equation. This step is the major element of this work.
We studied several combinations of various schemes from the family of one step Θ time integration
schemes [21,22]:

• overall formula of the one step Θ schemes

(M + Θ∆tK)Tn+1 = (Mn − (1−Θ)∆tKn)Tn + ∆tbn, (8)

• for Θ = 0 it is Euler Forward (conditionally stable) scheme

MnTn+1 = (Mn − ∆tKn)Tn + ∆tbn, (9)

• and for Θ = 1 it is modified Euler Backward (unconditionally stable) scheme

(Mn + ∆tKn)Tn+1 = MnTn + ∆tbn+1, (10)

where ∆t is time step and superscript n refers following step of computations.
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2.1. Mixed Time Partitioning Methods

In this work, we propose to use a combination of various time stepping schemes either explicit
and/or implicit. These are two basic classes of time stepping schemes. Explicit methods usually
are less computationally demanding, but small time step is required for numerical stability. Implicit
methods, on the other hand, are more computationally expensive with much larger time step allowed
and in general with better stability. Enhanced stability of implicit methods is one of the reasons
for their widespread use in many engineering problems. However, when the too large time step is
used, although numerically stable, implicit methods may give error-ridden solutions. For problems
like solidification in casting such errors propagate quickly. Therefore, the choice of time stepping
scheme should be based on the computational requirements but also should take into account the
nature of modeled phenomena. In problems like the one considered here, with two significantly
different natures between sub-domains, it may be beneficial to combine two time stepping schemes for
different sub-domains. It is the primary motivation for this work and the basic idea of the mixed time
partitioning method. In particular, we use different integration schemes in different parts of modeled
domains (E—explicit, I—implicit). Moreover, to improve computational efficiency more significantly
we seek to decrease the size of the time step, in sub-domains where it is justified. The choice of size of
the time step is based on the numerical stability analysis (∆t < ∆tcritic), as we showed in [23–25].
In Table 1, we summarize the combinations of time integration schemes we investigate.

Table 1. The combination of applied integration schemes. (m is a numerical stability coefficient,
Θ is a parameter of one-step time integration scheme—assumes value 0 or 1 in the examined case, I is
a symbol indicating the implicit scheme, and E a symbol indicating the explicit scheme).

m Θcast
Θmold
Θcore

∆tcast
∆tmold
∆tcore

Symbol of sub-
and total-Cycle

Description of Symbols sub- and
total-Cycle (Integration Scheme)

≥2 1 1 ∆t m∆t I − Im Implicit − Implicit
≥2 0 0 ∆t m∆t E− Em Explicit − Explicit
≥2 0 1 ∆t m∆t E− Im Explicit − Implicit
≥2 1 0 ∆t m∆t I − Em Implicit − Explicit

2.1.1. Sub-Cycles and Total-Cycles

The separation of all domains into two groups: (i) a mold and cores (domains with similar
properties as mold which help in heat carrying out from the cast) and (ii) a casting, so-called
sub-domains, offers the possibility to use different time stepping schemes in every group. Moreover,
the mixed time partitioning method allows selecting the size of time steps in various sub-domains of
the computational mesh. In particular, firstly a small and fixed time step ∆t in casting domain B is
determined. Then, in mold/cores sub-domain A it is beneficial to choose a time step m∆t, where m is a
stability coefficient which is a positive integer value resulting from stability requirements. The local
time step in the given sub-domain is always chosen on the basis of the analysis (necessary conditions
are described in [25]).

It is important to note that the stability analysis is local and the stability restriction of one
sub-domain does not enforce the size of the time step for the entire mesh.

Using sub-cycles requires that two systems of equations are being constructed: (i) one for casting
when only sub-cycles are considered and (ii) one for all domains (mold, core, and casting) when a total
cycle is considered. In practice, global matrices and vectors are assembled according to the elements
partitioning (see Figure 3). Calculations connected to casting domain are made in sub-cycles with
time step ∆t. Temperature vector is being updated only for elements belonging to casting domain.
All elements in the mesh take part in calculations made in total-cycles with a time step m∆t.
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B

A

Figure 3. Formation of global matrix coefficients in mixed time partitioning methods (block matrix
where B refers to cast domain, A refers to other domains).

2.1.2. Determination of Critical Time Step

The stability analysis is one of the main elements of a mixed time partitioning method. It is
necessary to clearly define conditions which must be fulfilled in order to ensure numerical stability of
the numerical results. More details can be found in [23,25].

Briefly, the stability criterion is determined for i-finite elements based on eigenvalues µi of the
amplification matrix—capacity and conductivity matrices. The critical time step ∆tcrit in the stability
criterion is determined as follows:

∆tcrit ≤
2
µi

, (11)

where µi = max(µ(e)
i ) is the maximum eigenvalue among all elements in the chosen sub-domain

(i.e., in the cast). In general, the maximal eigenvalue is problem specific and it depends on the material
properties and geometry of the finite elements.

The critical time step is determined for individual sub-domains, and the integer coefficient is
computed as follows:

m =

⌊
∆tmold
∆tcast

⌋
. (12)

The multiplication factor m includes information about elements and is computed once before
starting the simulation (details on [23,25]).

2.1.3. Solution Algorithm

Handling the boundaries between domains is one of the challenges in mixing time partitioning
method. To avoid this obstacle, we introduce double numbering of nodes while keeping the same
coordinates (Figure 4) see in [15].

Thanks to this extra step we get natural separation of domains with different thermo-physical
properties. Additionally, the double indexing helps to reorganize the block matrix in the corresponding
system of equations (see Figure 3). Finally, such operations greatly simplify the numerical stability
analysis of the chosen method.

The following protocol (Algorithm 1) is used to perform computations related to the casting
domain. A counter c controls if total-cycle or sub-cycle is considered, it is defined as:

c = s mod m, s = 1, 2, . . . , nstep (13)

where nstep is the total number of given steps of computations during simulation.
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Algorithm 1 Protocol of computations

set beginning conditions,
s← 1, c← 1
repeat

if c 6= 0 then perform computations for sub-cycles:
assembly system of equations for elements in casting domain;
apply boundary conditions for casting domain;
compute temperature vector Tn+1 for casting domain;

end if
if c = 0 then perform computations for total-cycles:

assembly system of equations for all elements;
apply boundary conditions for all domains;
compute temperature vector Tn+1 for all domains;

end if
increase computation step s← s + 1;

until s < nstep;

Figure 4. Double numbering of nodes (with the same coordinates) belonging to two sub-domains.

3. Results and Discussion

We have implemented the mixed time partitioning method in C++ programming language as an
extension to the author’s simulation framework called NuscaS [26].

We have used finite element method to solve apparent heat capacity formulation of solidification,
given by the Equation (4) supplemented by boundary conditions (Equations (2) and (3)). We used
indirect model of solid phase growth for binary alloy (Equation (6)).

We performed a series of numerical simulation of solidification for Al–2%Cu alloy casting
solidifying in the metal form (the popular alloy for which there are known thermo-mechanical
properties and behavior during solidification and cooling, it used in many foundries). The analyzed
casting together with mold and cores are shown in Figure 5. The values of material properties of the
liquid phase, solid phase and mold/core are given in Table 2. The physical properties are implicitly
included in the algebraic system of equations (Equation (7)).
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Table 2. Physical properties of cast and mold/core material using during computer simulation of
Al–2%Cu alloy solidification.

Quantity Unit Symbol Liquid Phase Solid Phase Mold/Cores

density kg/m3 2498 2824 7500
specific heat J/kgK 1275 1077 620

thermal conductivity W/mK 104 262 40

We set the initial temperature of liquid alloy, mold, and core to 960 K 590 K and 540 K,
respectively. We considered non-ideal contact between casting and mold (with the conductivity of
the separating layer 1000 W/m2K) and between casting and the core (with conductivity 800 W/m2K).
We applied Neumann boundary conditions on all other boundaries. We set environment temperature
as 300 K and heat exchange coefficient as 100 W/m2K. The time step ∆t = 0.0035 s was used in the
computer simulations.

Figure 5. The analyzed casting in mold.

Such configuration of initial and boundary conditions along with materials properties allows us to
study both solidifying of the cast and subsequent cooling of the entire system. We study temperature
evolution and solid phase growth for 450 s. First 145 s corresponds to the solidification. The remaining
time corresponds to the solid-state cooling ( fs = 1 in the entire casting).

We depict the geometry and dimensions of the considered system in Figure 5, and the mesh
in Figure 6. The computational mesh consists of 16,261 triangular finite elements with 8640 nodes
(only 2125 nodes belongs to the casting domain). In further analysis, we focus on the selected node
(n1336) that we denote in Figure 5. That node belongs to several finite elements lying in the central
and the longest solidifying part of the casting. This choice is dictated by the possibility to trace the
results from the beginning to the end of the slow solidification in the central part of the cast.
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Figure 6. Finite element mesh in analyzed system.

Solidification in the castings is a complex phenomenon where the behavior of one part may be
significantly different from other part’s behavior. Solidification process may take place at a constant
temperature or temperature range. If the solidification occurs at a constant temperature, then it is
considered to be the so-called solidification with zero temperature range [27].

However, solidification of most of the alloys (including one considered in this work) occurs
in some temperature ranges. It starts at liquidus temperature (Tl) and ends at solidus temperature
(Ts) or at eutectic temperature (TE). The casting is in a liquid state above the liquidus temperature
( fs = 0). When the temperature decreases below the liquidus temperature, but it is above the solidus
temperature, casting begins to solidify, and the solid phase appears (0 < fs < 1). In this discussion,
we take into account indirect solid phase growth model, and therefore casting solidifies in the range
from liquidus temperature to reaching of the eutectic temperature. Below the eutectic temperature,
for which fs = 1, only the cooling process takes place. With reference to the co-occurring phenomena,
we take into account the changes in temperature and the solid phase fraction in the discussion of the
obtained results. Temperature range is between 960 K and 530 K for figures with temperature field,
and solid phase fraction range is between 0 and 1 for figures with the solid phase fraction field.

We use so-called cooling curves to study the temperature changes over time for a selected location
in the casting. The solidification process is the most intricate in the central zone of the casting and
between the two cores, as here the solidification occurs at the slowest rate. We select the node in
this zone (i.e., node 1336) to showcase the thermal behavior and plot in Figure 6. Initially, we see
only cooling that is proceeded by the solid phase formation accompanying the latent heat release.
After 136.5 s, we record the end of the solid phase formation with fs = 1. After that time, we see
only cooling. We plot the corresponding temperature field in Figure 7. Because of the most complex
interplay between cooling and solid phase formation in the central zone, we choose this location to
perform the verification. In particular, we use cooling curves and the rate of solid phase growth at
node 1336 for three time steps (after 65.5, 75, 95 s).
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Figure 7. Temperature field obtained for selected point in casting domain after 136.5 s of solidification
process (red color denotes the highest temperature and yellow color denotes the lowest temperature
in the cast). Four combination of the time integration schemes (A) I − Im, (B) E − Em, (C) E − Im,
(D) I − Em for multiplication factor m = 1.

We analyze the computationally efficient of the used mixed time partitioning method. In particular,
we focus on answering two main questions. First, we ask how much we can gain by using the mix
of various methods for different parts of the computational domain. We study various combinations
of methods from two basic families of time steppers (explicit vs. implicit and its combination). Then
we ask the question about computational gains due to applying sub-cycles. Finally, we focus on the
accuracy of the solution. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first computational study of
casting’s solidification that involves mixed time partitioning methods.

3.1. Mixed Time Partitioning Methods vs. Sub-Cycling and Partitioning Methods

We study the total run time required to simulate the solidification and cooling of the casting over
450 s. In our analysis, we consider four cases of numerical simulation:

(i) traditional methods—when the same time integration schemes and the same time steps are used
in each sub-domains (Table 3),

(ii) sub-cycles methods—when the same time integration schemes and the different time steps are
used (Table 4),

(iii) partitioning methods—when the different time integration schemes and the same time steps are
used (Table 5),

(iv) mixed time partitioning methods—when the different time integration schemes and the different
time steps are used (Table 6).

Table 3. A total time t of computations obtained for the traditional methods (m = 1). The same
integration methods and the same time step.

Symbol Description t [s]

I − Im Implicit in cast domain − Implicit in other domains 3841.51
E− Em Explicit in cast domain − Explicit in other domains 2340.73
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Table 4. A total time t of computations obtained for the sub-cycles methods (m = 15). The same
integration methods and the different time step.

Symbol Description t [s]

I − Im Implicit in cast domain − Implicit in other domains 1535.98
E− Em Explicit in cast domain − Explicit in other domains 1225.42

Table 5. A total time t of computations obtained for the partitioning methods (m = 1). The different
integration methods and the same time step.

Symbol Description t [s]

E− Im Explicit in cast domain − Implicit in other domains 3268.53
I − Em Implicit in cast domain − Explicit in other domains 3557.40

Table 6. A total time t of computations obtained for the mixed time partitioning methods (m = 15).
The different intergration methods and the different time step.

Symbol Description t [s]

E− Im Explicit in cast domain − Implicit in other domains 1053.95
I − Em Implicit in cast domain − Explicit in other domains 1539.86

We have gathered data for four cases listed in Table 1. We measured run time includes the assembly
of the system, the applying boundary conditions and solving the system of equations. We report E− E
combination to be the fastest while I − I to be the slowest case (because of many iterations per one
time step). The major difference comes from the protocol the system of equation is assembled and
solved. In I − Im case, both the boundary condition and solving system of equations are iterative
processes and require more time to be completed. We note that in the above cases the multiplication
factor m = 1 and the mixed time partitioning methods are very similar to the conventional methods.
However, we decided to include these results to establish the baseline for sub-cycles time steppers,
which we discuss in the next subsection.

3.1.1. Computational Efficiency of Sub-Cycling Methods

We will discuss the case with the same time integration schemes but with different time steps
used in the casting and mold. In this approach, we use a fixed time step ∆t in the cast domain and
much larger time steps m∆t in the mold domains. The maximal multiplication factor we study in this
paper is m = 15. It is the largest acceptable value of m chosen based on the numerical stability criterion.
This strategy allows accounting for the essential physical features occurring in the casting which are
not important in the mold. From Table 4 we can see that, like in the case of a traditional schemes
combination, E− Em methods are faster than the I − Im ones (long-lasting iterations). A dynamically
changing physical phenomena in the casting require very small time step. It is favorable for explicit
steppers. Implicit schemes fulfill many iterations per one time step. Therefore, the run time is extended.
Despite this fact, the sub-cycling methods are faster than the standard methods (for m = 1).

3.1.2. Computational Efficiency of Partitioning Methods

In this section, we discuss the case where different time integration schemes are used with the
same time step used in both domains: the casting and mold. We consider two cases: (i) explicit time
stepper used in the cast domain with implicit time stepper used in the mold domains and (ii) implicit
time stepper used in the cast domain with explicit time stepper used in the mold domains. We include
the total run times in the Table 5. Our investigations indicate the shortest total run time for E− Im

combination, comparing to the I − Em. The difference in the run times originates from the difference in
the way boundary conditions are applied, and the system of equations is solved. The introduction of
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the natural (contact) boundary condition is carried out by means of elements which are the boundary’s
discretization. The introduction of the above boundary condition in implicit time stepper requires
modifying the coefficients of matrix and right-hand vector while in explicit time stepper only the
coefficients of the right-hand vector. It is the reason for extended a run time when we use implicit
schemes in a casting domain.

3.1.3. Computational Efficiency of Mixed Partitioning Methods

We now move to the more complex case in which we test not only various combinations of
different time steppers, but also different size of the time step. Intuitively, based on our understanding
of the underlying physics, we choose the combination of explicit schemes with the small size of time
step in the casting and implicit schemes with coarse-grained time step. From Table 6 we can see that,
as in the case of a previous combination of schemes, E− Im methods are faster than the I − Em ones.
Using explicit schemes in the casting domains give abbreviated run time and a better description of
the physical phenomena occurring during casting solidification.

Here, we also study four different combinations of steppers. We include the run time of the given
method in Table 7. For the purpose of these tests, we define the efficiency pm as a ratio between run
time t for m = 1 (the standard approach) and the run time for m = 15. From the collected data, we see
a computational gain for all studied cases considered.

Table 7. An efficiency pm obtained with the mixed time partitioning methods.

m = 1 m = 15

t, s pm pm

I − Im 3841.51 1 2.5
E− Em 2340.73 1 1.9
E− Im 3268.53 1 3.1
I − Em 3557.40 1 2.3

This confirms the efficacy of the mixed time partitioning methods when applied to modeling
of solidification process. The largest computational gain is possible when an explicit scheme is used
in the casting sub-domain and the implicit scheme in the mold sub-domains. It is the most intuitive
combination of time integration schemes for the modeled phenomena of interest. In numerical
considerations, the observed gain has origins in the way boundary conditions are applied, and the
system of equations is solved. Moreover, the results are obtained with an extensive iterative method
when we use implicit methods.

However, the computational gain is not the only criteria. The accuracy of the solution is an equally
important criterion which will be discussed in the next subsection.

3.2. Accuracy of the Numerical Solution

Finally, we discuss the accuracy of the proposed method. In particular, we compare the cooling
curve for different configurations discussed above. We choose one node in the cast and extract the
temporal evolution of two quantities: temperature and the solid phase fraction. We plot both quantities
of interest in Figures 8 and 9. We compare four various combinations of time integration schemes
for the case m = 1 (the standard and partitioning methods). We notice only small differences in
temperature and solid phase profile between tested cases. All of them appear under the eutectic
temperature where the casting is completely solidified, and a cooling process occurs. We observe the
largest differences (the highest standard deviation) for the combination of E− Em. However, these
differences are small (for m = 15 even smaller) and do not exceed a few percents, which is acceptable.
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Figure 8. Cooling curves obtained for selected point in casting domain. Temperature distribution for
multiplication factor m = 1 calculated by mixed time partitioning methods.

Figure 9. Solid phase growth obtained for selected point in casting domain. Solid phase fraction for
multiplication factor m = 1 calculated by mixed time partitioning methods.

We further test the accuracy of the sub-cycles and mixed time partitioning methods (m = 15).
We plot corresponding profiles of temperature and solid fractions in Figures 10 and 11. The shape
of both presented curves indicates that between the liquidus and solidus temperatures solidification
process occurs expectedly. Moreover, the distribution of temperature and solid phase fraction obtained
for multiplier m = 15 is consistent with the above observations. The differences appearing between
applied schemes are smaller than mentioned above one (for m = 1). The benefits of using mixed time
partitioning methods outweigh the slight loss of the results’ accuracy (Figure 12).
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Figure 10. Cooling curves obtained for selected point in casting domain. Temperature distribution for
multiplication factor m = 15 calculated by mixed time partitioning methods.

Figure 11. Solid phase growth obtained for selected point in casting domain. Solid phase fraction for
multiplication factor m = 15 calculated by mixed time partitioning methods.
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Figure 12. Standard deviation. Average temperature and standard deviation for multiplication
factor m = 1.

Finally, we compare the temperature and solid fraction distributions in the casting between
different configurations. In Figure 13, we depict the solid phase fraction distribution after 37.5 s, that is,
more or less in the middle of the casting solidification. In Figure 14 the map of solid phase fraction in
casting domain after 37.5 s is presented. In Figure 15, we depict the temperature distribution in the
casting after 67.5 s, that is, more or less in the middle of the calculations when only part of the casting
has already solidified. All the plotted fields agree with our understanding of the modeled phenomena.

Figure 13. Distribution of solid phase fraction in casting domain (red color—liquid state, blue color—solid
state). Four combination of the time integration schemes (A) I− Im, (B) E− Em, (C) E− Im, (D) I− Em for
multiplication factor m = 15.
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Figure 14. Solid phase fraction in whole casting domain. Four combination of the time integration
schemes (A) I − Im, (B) E− Em, (C) E− Im, (D) I − Em for multiplication factor m = 1.

Figure 15. Temperature field in whole domain (a shade of red color—the highest temperature,
connected with the cast and a blue color—the lowest temperature). Four combination of the time
integration schemes (A) I − Im, (B) E− Em, (C) E− Im, (D) I − Em for multiplication factor m = 15.
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In the final analysis, we may see that the use of implicit time integration method increases the
computational time but allows to use larger time step. However, one should be careful as too large
size of time step may lead to the oversight of some important physical phenomena (e.g., solid phase
fraction) or lead to significant errors. We purposefully chose the multiplication factor m larger than
the acceptable value (determine in accordance with stability criterion described in Section 2.1.2) and
indeed got erroneous results—the incorrect distribution of the temperature and solid phase fraction
(see Figure 16).

Figure 16. Erroneous results. Errors appearing in computational results for (A) temperature and
(B) solid phase fraction are caused by too large the time step (e.g., in the explicit scheme or when
multiplication factor m > 15). There were occurred at the interface between the mold and the cast.
Contrasting colors (blue in A, and red in B) denote incorrect values of solid phase fraction.

In conclusion, we showcased that using mixed time partitioning methods indeed offers significant
gains. We demonstrate more than three times improvements of computational efficiency compared to
the standard approach.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a mixed time partitioning method. We have tested several
variants with a different combination of time integration schemes, but also various choices of the size
of the time step. In particular, we performed a series of tests and made several important observations:

• We were the first to show that it is possible to use a mixed time partitioning method with various
combination of schemes during the numerical simulations of solidification. Moreover, we have
shown that different time steps can be chosen for different sub-domains demonstrating that the
stability condition for one sub-domain does not enforce the same time step for all domains.

• We have demonstrated that the method presented here offers significant improvements in
computational studies of solidification. We have shown that an increasing efficiency depends on
the choice of time integration schemes and multiplication m factor,

• We have rigorously shown that the accuracy of the numerical solution is not too affected, as long as
stability condition is satisfied.
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• Finally, we note that the method presented here does not require specialized hardware or
sophisticated algorithms. It can be relatively easy explored on desktop stations commonly
available in the foundry and metallurgical manufacture.
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